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Chiastic Structure in Daniel 2–7  

c
2.      God is in Control of World Empires

3.      Results of Loyalty to God and His 
         Authority

4.      Results of Pride; Rejecting God’s 
         Authority

5.      Results of Pride; Rejecting God’s
         Authority

6.      Results of Loyalty to God and His 
        Authority

7.      God is in Control of World Empires



Chiastic Structure in Daniel 2–7  
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Parallels Between Daniel 2 and 7
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“In the second chapter, when a 
Gentile king had a vision of the 
course of world empire, he saw the 
image of a man—a stately and 
noble figure—that filled him with 
such admiration that he set up a 
similar statue to be worshiped as a 
god. But in this opening chapter of 
the second division, Daniel, the 
man of God, has a vision of the 
same empires and he sees them as 
four ravenous wild beasts, of so 
brutal a character, and so 
monstrous withal, that no actual 
creatures could adequately set 
them forth.”



    Daniel 2          Daniel 7

Daniel interprets      Angel interprets

World History                     World History

from man’s                         from God’s

viewpoint                            viewpoint



I.  The Setting (1–2)

II.  The Beasts (3–7)

III. The Boastful Horn (8)

The Book of the Beasts

Daniel 7:1–8



I. The Setting (7:1–2)

“In the first 
year of 
Belshazzar 
king of 
Babylon 
Daniel saw a 
dream and 
visions in his 
mind as he lay 
on his bed;

then he wrote the dream down, and 
related the following summary of 
it.”    (7:1)



“Daniel said, ‘I was looking in 
my vision by night, and behold, 
the four winds of heaven were 
stirring up the great sea.’” (7:2)



II. The Beasts (7:3–7)

“And four great beasts were coming up from the 
sea, different from one another.” (7:3) 



  



II. The Beasts (7:3-7)

“And four great beasts were coming up from 
the sea, different from one another.” (7:3) 
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